ELEVATION NOTES

ALL STICK-O-LATH SHALL BE APPLIED UNDER A
PRE-HEAT INSULATION BARRIER TYPE OF BUILDING
PAVING PAPER (CAL 17) #752.

ALL UNDERLAY TYPE II BUILDING PAPER
UNDERLAY IS REQUIRED WHERE CAN IS TO
BE APPLIED OVER WOOD SHIMMING (CAL 17) #753.3

PER IGC REPORT (CE 168), A SPECIAL INSPECTION
IS REQUIRED FOR STROOFS IN ROOF COAT
APPLICATIONS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION

1. FIELD DIMENSIONS AND PLANS OF
   CONSTRUCTION ARE TO BE REVIEWED,
   APPROVED, AND ASSESSED A
   WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE OUTL
   INSPECTION.

2. ALL ROOFING MATTING MUST HAVE AN IGC REPORT
   NUMBER, A COPY OF THE REPORT SHALL BE ON
   SITE DURING ROOF INSTALLATION.

3. ALL MATERIALS, FURTHER OPTIONS AND
   RECOMMENDATIONS MAY BE CONSTRUCTED TO FIELD,
   REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO PERMIT, ANY PURCHASES
   ALLOWED TO BE SUBJECT TO THE FIELD WORKER
   IN THEkommen AND THE APPR. OF THE SATISTF
   PRODUCTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.

REAR ELEVATION - C
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"